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24 “A disciple is not above the teacher, nor a slave above the master; 25it is enough for the 

disciple to be like the teacher, and the slave like the master. If they have called the master 

of the house Beelzebul, how much more will they malign those of his household!  
26 “So have no fear of them; for nothing is covered up that will not be uncovered, 

and nothing secret that will not become known. 27What I say to you in the dark, tell in the 

light; and what you hear whispered, proclaim from the housetops. 28Do not fear those 

who kill the body but cannot kill the soul; rather fear him who can destroy both soul and 

body in hell. 29Are not two sparrows sold for a penny? Yet not one of them will fall to the 

ground apart from your [Papa]. 30And even the hairs of your head are all counted. 31So do 

not be afraid; you are of more value than many sparrows.  
32 “Everyone therefore who acknowledges me before others, I also will 

acknowledge before my [Papa] in heaven; 33but whoever denies me before others, I also 

will deny before my [Papa] in heaven.  
34 “Do not think that I have come to bring peace to the earth; I have not come to 

bring peace, but a sword. 35For I have come to set a man against his father, and a daughter 

against her mother, and a daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law; 36and one’s foes 

will be members of one’s own household. 37Whoever loves father or mother more than 

me is not worthy of me; and whoever loves son or daughter more than me is not worthy 

of me; 38and whoever does not take up the cross and follow me is not worthy of me. 
39Those who find their life will lose it, and those who lose their life for my sake will find 

it.”  

1   

The theme of today’s reflection is, “A Christian Job Description.” What’s involved with 

being a Christian? If someone had never heard of Jesus Christ, never encountered a church, what 

would you say are the expectations of a life that is dedicated to this particular teacher?  

Clearly those are questions that concerned the writers of the Bible: today’s passage is but 

one among many that tell both the long-time faithful and the newcomer what being a disciple, a 

believer, can demand of a person. Where the job of “faith” can lead a person.  

Over two decades of ministry I have read and worked on a goodly number of job 

descriptions. One was Youth Group Director. We knew we needed someone with clear gifts and 

skills for working with youth. That takes a special person. We knew it had to be someone whose 

faith was secure enough to be comfortable both sharing it and not sharing it, because our youth 

groups comprised both Christians and non-Christians, as well as some young persons who were 

skittish about questions of any religion. That job description called for a person of clear faith and 

a delicate, sensitive touch. A sense of humor would be a big help. A lively intelligence. 

Flexibility. All of that went into the job description.  
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There were job descriptions for Associate Pastor. For an Associate Pastor we needed 

someone whose Christian faith was strong, and someone, of whatever age, who had lived in the 

world enough to have had successes, and more importantly, failures that taught humility and 

reliance on both God and neighbor. Someone who understood the tensions and complications of 

a faithful life in a society whose values often contradict our faith. Someone with the gift of 

sharing God’s Word, whether in the pulpit or in a small group or in a living room. Someone who 

is a team player.  

When a church I served posted a job description for Christian Education Director, in part 

it read, “Successful candidates should enjoy working with children.” We heard from one 

applicant that ours was the only posting she had seen that stated, explicitly, that appreciation for 

children was a requirement for the job. Other things we got wrong, but we got that one right. The 

job description isn’t a neutral list of attributes. It details what is expected and what matters. It 

names hopes and dreams for what will get accomplished. It points to parameters for the work or 

the ministry. What’s acceptable? What’s not acceptable? What’s the bottom line?  

In the Gospel today we get a kind of job description for Christians. Frankly, I wouldn’t 

expect all that many persons to apply. The gospel is demanding in the extreme: prepare for no 

part of you to be hidden, not your secret pride or your secret greed or your secret guilty 

pleasures. Prepare for your relationship with Jesus to take precedence over every other 

relationship.  

2    

Of course these aren’t literally job descriptions: there’s no contract to be signed, no salary 

or health benefits or pension to be earned. But Matthew does tell you and me something about 

what it takes to be considered a Christian. And we could consider eternal life as the benefit to 

beat all benefits. So thinking of the call to discipleship as a job description is not far off the 

mark.  

It starts off okay: “A disciple is not above his master.” That’s just common sense: a 

follower is still following her leader; she’s not up in front pointing the way. But then Matthew 

gives us all that confusing talk about Beelzebul, which is a name that Jesus and others used for 

the Devil. I don’t know about you, but job descriptions that get into warnings about the Devil 

tend cause me to wonder whether there is another opening to consider.  

Take the call of Isaiah, for example. Now there’s a job description with clarity and 

power. God sends an angel to touch his lips with a burning coal, tells him his guilt and sin are 

blotted out, and sends Isaiah to tell the people that they are lost, uncomprehending, and without 

understanding. Okay: as jobs go, it’s not much easier. But at least nobody’s saying that Isaiah is 

following the Devil or some such frightening talk. Matthew could learn a thing or two from 

Isaiah.  

Jeremiah’s call: that’s a description that seems worth considering. “… for you shall go to 

all to whom I send you, and you shall speak whatever I command you. Do not be afraid of them, 

for I am with you to deliver you, says YHWH” (Jer 1:7-8). Sure, the task will be demanding. But 

at least you don’t get warnings about fearing those who kill the body, or destroy both soul and 

body in hell. At least at the outset, Jeremiah’s job just seems to be honest, demanding work. Way 

more palatable than Matthew.  
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But the good jobs, the ones that lead us to know ourselves more deeply, the jobs that 

cause us to stretch to accomplish something that seemed out of reach, the jobs that heal souls and 

bodies and communities — those make serious demands.  

Years ago in Peace Corps we learned a couple of different job descriptions. “The 

toughest job you’ll ever love”: that’s the way they got our attention. It appealed to the sort of 

person Peace Corps wanted: self-starter, ready to take on challenges, not afraid of hard work or 

rough circumstances. Once we were in country, I recall hearing someone describe how the U.S. 

Embassy attracted prospective staff. Some advertisements assured applicants that although they 

would live in a foreign country, they’d live and work in the most protected neighborhoods. 

They’d have to learn some of the local language, but they’d often be able to rely on English with 

other U.S. Americans. They might want to try the local food, but they would also have access to 

a commissary that carried the groceries you’d expect in a stateside supermarket. And so some of 

the persons who applied for those jobs were attracted to a little, protected corner of their own 

country, set in another country, with only a small risk of exposure to a people and a worldview 

vastly different from those of the United States.   

Now, not all foreign service workers were like that, not by a long shot. Some were truly 

interested in openness to the world and being changed by the experience with our neighbors. But 

a job description that demands little risk and promises lots of protection tends to attract 

applicants who don’t care for learning another culture, or having a deep experience of how others 

lived.  
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In the Gospel of Matthew we get no encouragement to play it safe. If the job of faith 

seems easy, then we aren’t reading what’s in the Bible. The disciples were often confused, but 

they surely got this point: a life lived deeply with God takes real commitment. Like the old joke 

about the ham and egg breakfast: the chicken is involved, but the pig is committed. If we want to 

be with God, we will be letting go of some of our ideas and attachments. We put our very selves 

on the line. 

Some years ago, my brother and I had an adventure. I was looking for a birthday present 

for him. Anyone who knows Tim knows that’s challenging. He lives in a small apartment in New 

York City and doesn’t care for clutter, so it’s hard to get things. But at the Jordan’s Furniture in 

Reading, Massachusetts, there’s a trapeze school. Right in the lobby, a rig about three stories 

high, with a net underneath and guy wires holding it all firm. They offered classes, so I signed us 

up. On the appointed day we showed up and a fellow named Rich gave us instructions: a small, 

muscular guy with an unruly mop of hair who apparently spent much of his life swinging 

through the air. There were three basic rules, he said. One was just common sense: don’t walk 

under the net. People fall into it, and someone walking underneath could get hurt. A second rule 

was more common sense: watch where you’re going. There were those guy wires all around, 

plus heavy steel plates bolted into the floor that could easily break a toe if you stubbed it.  

The third rule, Rich said, was to follow his timing. Don’t do things when we felt like 

doing them; do what we’re told, when we’re told.  

It’s very like Matthew. If we want to get with God, time will come to let go of other stuff. 

Following Jesus means letting go of our own way of doing what we do. And Jesus cuts right to 

the heart. “I come not to bring peace but a sword,” he says. “I have come to set a man against his 
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father, and a daughter against her mother, and a daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law; 36and 

one’s foes will be members of one’s own household” (10:35-36). That’s hard to hear. Of course 

Jesus doesn’t mean that he’s literally wielding a metal blade with a cutting edge, but that’s what 

it’s going to feel like. Jesus knew, maybe better than anyone else, what got in the way of getting 

close to God. What gets in the way is whatever matters more than your love of God. Whatever 

gets more of your attention than God does: that’s a problem. Whatever gets more of your money 

than God. Whatever gets more of your allegiance than God. And for a lot of people in his day, 

probably for a lot of people in our day too, family meant more than God does.  

Jesus wasn’t telling his friends to turn their backs on their family. But he was saying that 

there’s a higher and more wonderful relationship. He was saying that family is where you learn 

how to love and care for others, where you learn trust and loyalty, but ultimately we are stronger 

and our souls develop most when we put our ultimate trust and loyalty with God. They say that 

blood is thicker than water. But with Jesus, the water of baptism is stronger than blood. If we’re 

going to follow Jesus you and I will have to figure out what we love more than God, in order to 

make the changes that put God in the place of first importance.  
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On the last swings of that trapeze lesson, it became clear why we had to follow Rich’s 

timing, not our own. It’s because he was swinging from another trapeze, and preparing to catch 

us. We had to meet him at the apogee, in mid-air. So one at a time we’d climb to that platform, 

23 feet in the air, put our toes over the edge, stretch out to grab the bar with one hand, stretch out 

and grab with the other hand … and when we heard the shout, “Hep!” we jumped and swung. 

“Knees up!” he’d shout, and right away we pulled up our feet and got our knees wrapped around 

the bar. “Hands off!” came the shout, and we were hanging upside-down, swinging back and 

arching hard and stretching out.  

Suddenly, at the very peak of that swing, a strong pair of arms and hands grabbed ours. 

We were caught. Secure. For the first time since beginning to climb the steps to that two-story 

high platform, we were secure. Not because of our own strength. Not because of our own timing. 

But because of Rich’s strength and timing: the guy with the unruly mop of hair who had done 

this hundreds and thousands of times.  
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Getting into the life of faith has more risk to it than taking a swing on the trapeze. There’s 

more at stake. Rarely is there a safety harness. But always, always, always God promises that 

when we let go of our own way of doing things, God is there to catch us with a better way. When 

we stop cutting ourselves off from God, or as Paul would say when we die to sin, we are going to 

get raised up again.  

The Christian job description will never have much glamour to it. The salary won’t be 

competitive. Actually, it’s the opposite: you’ll have to pay a good bit out of your own resources. 

When Jesus said his followers would have to take up their cross, he really meant it: loving God 

above all can bring you into real confrontation with the loveless powers of the world. Jesus’ 

refusal to compromise his devotion to God’s love got him killed, and sadly he was not the last 

one to pay that price.  
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But when we’re ready to let go of doing things our way — when we’re ready to forget 

our own inclinations and just follow the risky path of service and justice and truth-telling and 

love that Jesus laid down for us — you can be certain that there is a strong pair of arms to catch 

you, and lift you up, and hold you forever, more secure than you’ve ever been.  

And in case this is the first sermon you’ve ever heard, and in case it is the last, remember: 

the Good News has a great job description. There are positions open. Apply within. Amen.  


